
  Lisabet Wolf was originally Lisabet James, and until 
her thirteenth birthday she and her family lived on 
the world of Proserpina in Prefecture III. A farming 
family, they made do with what they had on the edges of 
the swamplands on the continent of Bragadin. The day she 
turned thirteen, she lost her father, mother and only 
sibling to blood limpets. Generally these semi-reptilian 
creatures only catch the unwary, but an unseasonably wet 
summer fostered an explosion in the native population, 
leading to her family’s death. 

  With nothing left to keep her on the farm, 
she slowly made her way to the capitol, Conqueror’s 
Pride, and managed to find enough work to pay for travel 
off-planet. Several years of wandering brought her to 
the world of Tikonov, where she was introduced to the 
Clan culture for the first time. 
  The Clan way offered a structure and society that
appealed to her, and she immediately began to petition 
for acceptance into the Steel Wolves’ Wolf Lancers. 
Because of her age and lack of training, she was 
ignored. However, after eighteen months of dogged 
determination, the unit’s commander felt that her 
persistence was her strength and accepted her petition, 
giving her the training she needed to test out in the 
Wolf Lancers.

  Small Lasers
Commentary:
  The Scimitar MkII Hover Combat Vehicle is an upgraded 
version of the venerable Scimitar Medium Hover Tank, which 
has been in the armies of the various House Lords for well 
over a hundred years. The MKII not only increased the vehi-
cle’s top speed, but by trading out the heavier autocannon 
of the original design, it was able to increase the number 
of weapons on the craft, as by the inclusion of five energy 
weapons—unusual on any vehicle.
  WC437-33AB, like many of the vehicles in the Wolf Lancers, 
was scavenged from forgotten battlefields throughout the 
Republic; the Steel Wolves may accept the Inner Sphere 
warriors as having proven their worth, but that does 
not mean they will equip them with their superior Clan 
technology. The current pilot of the Scimitar, Lisabet 
Wolf, has named it “Blood Limpet,” a disturbing homage to 
the animal that killed her family.

VEHICLE: SCIMITAR MKII HCV

Serial Number: WC437-33AB  Mass: 35 tons
Mvt. Type: Hover
Power Plant: 175 Omni
Cruising Speed: 108 kph
Maximum Speed: 162 kph
Armor: StarGuard II

Armament:
1 Holly SRM IV
2 Johnston Miniguns
1 Diverse Optics ER
  Small Laser
 4 Diverse Optics 
Type 10

FACTION: Steel Wolves
REGIMENT: Wolf Lancers
VEHICLE: Scimitar MKII
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HAIR: Dk. Brown
EYES: Hazel
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